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To recap
Population ageing and decline an existential threat

Nice governments doing lots of things about it

Selfish, hedonistic, pathetic, millenial A-holes* not 
fulfilling obligation

(*especially women)



Inevitable interactive part



What do 
governments want?
Marriage

Children

Combine work & family

Some care for the elderly

What about 
people?
Marriage 

Children

Combine work & family

Some care for the elderly

But starting to 
change



Work 
culture

Gender 
roles

Cost of 
housing

Cost of 
childcare

Impact on 
career

Fragile 
contracts

Getting 
decent job

Little 
state/ 
company 
support

Education 
expectations 
and costs

“Marriage 
package”

Loss of 
earnings

Availability 
& quality of 
childcareCare 

obligations



Ageing is the problem
Low fertility is the cause
Low fertility is the problem

The gap between aspirations and outcomes 
is a symptom of other institutional 
malfunctions



“Societies get the fertility rate they 
deserve”
Nico van Nimwegen



Learning from FP programs*
Multi-dimensional aims and means

Education, health, empowerment. Multiple agencies, stakeholders 

Aligned with aspirations

Rights-based

* well, some FP programs...





Why my hopes are pretty low...





From modernity to...
Postmodernism 
(sorry)

Individualisation 
(Beck & 
Beck-Gernsheim)

Infinite 
biographies





Ryu Ho-jeong

“looked as if she had 
come to the assembly 
chamber to collect 
payment for alcoholic 
drinks”

Facebook page of 
Democratic Party



Wars 
Young vs old

Male vs female

Modern (control) vs 
postmodern (diffused)

Combined forces



Another reason for my skepticism



In the multitude of people is the king's 
honour: but in the want of people is the 
destruction of the prince.

Proverbs 14: 28



Productivity...











1980s







"Suddenly, we're now seeing this sort of 
turning point where it is very clear that we 
are rapidly transitioning from the issue of 
too many people to too few."

Christopher Murray, 2020



We must be on our guard
Too many mistakes made in the past

People treated as units of production

Restricting access to family planning?

Aggressive prontalism?

UNDERSTAND THE “PROBLEM”


